SOPPER TEAM TIES WESLEYAN 22

Kashemsanda Scores Both Goals in Game Played On Wet and Slippery Field

Battling in the pouring rain, the Engineers and Wesleyan soccer team played to a scoreless tie at 1-1, Saturday afternoon. Kashemsanda was the outstanding player, scoring both goals. Wesleyan's goal was on a corner kick and the other from scrimmage.

It was practically impossible for the Engineers in the wet and slippery conditions. They could not go, where it was kicked.-One of the best Wesleyan goals came as a result of a free kick. The ball started down the side of the field and all of a sudden in its movement it hit the leg of one of the Wesleyan players. It was a shot and Wesleyan was off to a good start. It is expected that it will be tied up to hold it to a scoreless tie. The Engineers are going to be in trouble in their next meeting.

In last Saturday's cross-country meet at Franklin Park the University of New Hampshire extended its fine record by taking both the Varsity and the freshman races. Although the scores were not close, both races were very interesting to watch, and many surprises came at the finish.

Lars Thorsen '29 ran a fine race for M. I. T. and finished with a time of 20:03.5. His win was not enough, however, and the Engineers took the short end of a 20 to 15 score. It was a cold, rainy afternoon and the time was very good, in view of that fact.

The race started off at a very fast pace with a hard struggle for the lead. At the end of two miles Thorsen was leading by forty yards. When the four-mile mark was reached he was leading by about a hundred yards. However, the Engineers had the lead for the entire race and the decision was not in doubt. The last mile was pushed with the strongest effort, and the Engineers began to lose some of their lead in the last thirty-five yards. At this point some of the Engineers were running for the lead, but the heavy fog made it difficult to see the score. The Engineers won by almost a mile advantage. It was a little surprising to see the Engineers run as fast as they did.

Ayrin in the freshmen race the line showed the course and the runners ran a course. In this case, however, most of the men were not running for the winners, but for the men who were the closest to the finish line. The Engineers won by about 18 to 20, the hardest race of them all.

NOTICES

VARSITY BASKETBALL Practice for Varsity basketball games begins on Monday, Nov.

A. A. COMPETITION Any Sophomore interested in trying out for the position of Treasurer of the A. A. (American Association) should contact the members and phone numbers with Robert W. Merrill, the new President. M. I. T. offers an area of possible.

SWIMMING

All teams are to report to the University Club in their respective divisions, by Wednesday, November 17th.

FRESHMAN TRACK

All freshmen who have signed up for the sport in the freshmen track will be-

Avoid the Dormitory Blues

They are easily contracted if you have to spend most of your time in your room grinding and studying. The solution is long reports and theses. Speed things up! Get a Remington Portable to do your writing. It will effect a remarkable saving of time and ynergy, in the writing of the greatest manuscripts and legibility of type-written matter. Choose the one that best suits you needs. Remington Portable is the smallest, lightest, most compact and most dependable standard keyboard portable. Weights only 0.75 pounds, not carrying case necessary. Remington Portable is the one you've been waiting for. Ask your supplier, tell him you want Remington Portable. A splendid gift, at its best price. Remington Portable, the one you've been waiting for.
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